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Material, space, and color are the main aspects of visual art.1
—Donald Judd, 1993
DURING THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, color was a complicated element for sculpture.
Much of the sculptural work produced in the early part of the century was cast in metal
and therefore relied solely on the patina to provide any suggestion of color. Later, with
the advent of minimalist sculpture in the early 1960s, work was adamantly produced without color. Indeed, many of Donald Judd’s peers, such as Carl Andre, Robert Morris, and
Richard Serra, produced career-long bodies of work deliberately disengaged from color,
which was considered a decorative attribute inherently and intractably linked to illusionism and therefore an element these artists aggressively shunned. Judd, however,
convincingly utilized color to develop and advance his differentiated artistic practice,
demonstrated by his use of cadmium red in both his sculpture and printed work.
Judd was decidedly less concerned with creating a breadth of sculptural and
printed forms and, instead, remained within a self-restricted realm, exploring the possibilities available to him within this invented repertoire. This fact perhaps provides an initial
clue to his decision to actively exploit the possibility of color. For Judd, color was a way
to reinforce his vocabulary of forms, series, and constructions, and a convenient means to
vary this practice. But in addition to being an artist, Judd was an important writer and
critic; his seminal text “Specific Objects” was published in 1965. In the essay, Judd firmly
identified what he saw as problematic about painting and illusionism, and the ensuing
need to work in three dimensions utilizing “actual space.” For Judd, objects in space—
which he distinguished from earlier sculpture—provided a way forward, particularly
following the imposing legacy of abstract expressionism. Judd sought something that
would be “larger than painting and much larger than sculpture.”2 After an initial phase in
the early 1960s when his work included paintings and wall reliefs, Judd focused exclusively on a discrete vocabulary of forms and materials, works that he referred to as
“objects,” which were placed directly on the floor or wall.
In his book The Interaction of Color (1963) Josef Albers raises the issue of what he
called “the relativity of color.”3 A single color—what we might agree to call “red” for
example—is never a simple phenomenon; Albers demonstrated that there was always the

possibility of making the same color appear to be different, with certain colors demonstrating higher volatility than others. Given Judd’s awareness of art history and his appreciation of Albers, these observations foreshadow Judd’s long-standing preoccupation and
experimentation with color in general and cadmium red specifically. Color was an essential and intractable element in Judd’s work beginning in the early 1960s and remained so
until the end of his career. He used color to deliberate effect both in his printed work and
in his sculpture, and seemed keenly aware of its potential value for his own interest in
spatial issues. As Judd explained, “I knew as a child that certain colors were supposed to
produce certain feelings. [But] I didn’t understand why a bull should be mad at red.”4
Implicit in this comment is an indication of how Judd would come to use color, not for
emotive, expressive ends—a typically abstract expressionist domain—but as a way to
distinguish his vocabulary of forms, and as an important way to physically punctuate the
structure of his objects in space.
Judd openly expressed his admiration for the work of abstract expressionist
painters Barnett Newman, Jackson Pollock, and Clyfford Still (all important colorists) but
knew that his own work would need to move beyond their flat surfaces and into threedimensional space, despite his early self-identification as a painter. Newman’s Vir Heroicus
Sublimis (1950–51), an eighteen-foot-wide surface bathed in red, seems a possible influence on—or even a challenge to—Judd’s engagement with cadmium red. Newman’s
canvas, painstakingly layered in red paint, used the color atmospherically, encouraging the
viewer to stand close to the painting and become engulfed in the red in a mystical, almost
transcendent way. As Judd likely wrestled with his desire to create something new
(yet productively fuse both painting and sculpture), color became a way to reference
painting while creating work distinct from much of what was being made in the early
1960s. Although Judd would not mimic Newman’s atmospheric effects, he would repurpose color as a way to punctuate his other prevailing interests: space and form. Through
Newman’s example, Judd seemed to anticipate the versatile and essential power of color.
But the question remains, why cadmium red? Why was this color of particular
importance for Judd and used so often by itself in his work from the 1960s? While the
historical role of red was likely important—evidenced in diverse examples by Malevich,
Matisse, Mondrian, Newman, and Rothko—Judd surely had an independent motivation

for using color and for using cadmium red specifically. (The color, a product of mixing a
binder with the chemical element cadmium, results in paint brilliantly colored and
notably stable.) Red stands as the strongest color against the absence of color, and against
black and white; cadmium red was perhaps a reaction to the cool austerity of the minimalist work surrounding him, yet markedly different from its painterly use by someone
like Newman or even Matisse. In addition, cadmium red offered something almost unnatural in both its hue and permanence, simultaneously contrasting with and accentuating
the space and the material itself. Judd specifically noted how the color delineated the hard
edge, an impulse present in both his sculpture and printed work:
If you paint something black or any dark color, you can’t tell what its
edges are like. If you paint it white, it seems small and purist. And the red
… seems to be the only color that really makes an object sharp and
defines its contours and angles.5
In relation to space, red is visually powerful in commanding one’s attention within an
environment, or on the page; a form in any other color would likely not hold the space so
assuredly. Color, and cadmium red specifically, augmented Judd’s defining interests and
allowed him to both draw upon his diverse sources and challenge the prevailing context
in which he was working. For Judd, an element such as cadmium red was a crucial vehicle in the development of his historically informed yet ambitious practice.
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